Hello,

I am writing in regards to an incident that occurred on October 14th, 2015, where I was helping a conductor and a few other individuals restrain a drugged up passenger from jumping out the window. In the restraining process the individual was lashing out and...

The individuals information is necessary in order to have him compensate me for my medical bills (the doctor's visit and ambulance). The two report numbers I received are 15-489-73 and 15-344-76. I know one of them corresponds to the police report number. If you can help me file the claim or just give me information for me to do the process myself would be great.

I would like to get this done in a timely fashion, so if you need to contact me for an elaboration past what the reports say or just to help me resolve this problem you can use my email or my phone number.

Thank you in advance,

Fermin T. Diaz